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Abstract:
Cancer is a general term that refers to the cells that grow and multiply out of control
and possibly spread to the other parts of the body. The most common type cancer
prevalent in women is breast cancer. Regular mammography is recommended to the
women for keeping the track of cancerous growth. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD)
can be applied to increase the enhancement level that can lead to decrease in the
number of cases of cancer that are missed in mammograms. The computer output
indicating the potential abnormalities may be useful to assist the radiologists
especially in screening of the micro calcifications. This paper describes the various
techniques for enhancement of microcalification in mammogram and also gives result
in the end that which one is best.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation
Cancer is a widely accepted term that refers to the uncontrollable growth of cells

that grow and possibly spread to the other parts of the body. One of the most common
type of cancer prevalent in women is breast cancer. In India, 23% of all the female
cancer followed by cervical cancer (17.5%) is breast cancer, with high proportion rate
in metro cities like Mumbai, Bangalore and Kolkata. The possible reasons for the
cause, as suggested by the studies are skin changes, age, breast density, radiation
therapy, drinking alcohol etc. The symptoms are listed as follows: a thickening or
lump in the breast, a change in shape or size of the matured breast, fluid (but not milk)
leakage out of the nipple, a change in nipple shape or size, a change of colour or
texture of the nipple of the breast skin.
The basis of breast cancer revealed on the symptoms. It is not possible to detect the

breast cancer with naked eyes, because the early signs always hidden within the breast
tissues. Another fact is that all changes in breast are not normal signs of breast cancer.
It is not important that changes to breast that are seen are the result of breast cancer.
Lumps may keep appearing and disappearing with time, as hormones changes with
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age. There are various reasons due to which the skin texture changes like sun burn or
some kind of infection that cause rashes. It is generally suggested to have physical
check up, for women of age like 20 to 30.

1.2. Types of Breast Abnormalities
The common breast abnormalities are masses, calcifications, bilateral asymmetry

and architectural distortion.

1.2.1. Microcalcification
Microcalcifications are calcium deposits that depicts fine white specks on a

mammogram. It can be benign or malignant. Larger and coarser microcalcification
with smooth and round contours known as benign microcalcification. On the other
side, the clustered, varying in size, small, irregular shaped microcalcification are
known as malignant microcalcification.

Figure 1. Types of Breast Cancer.

It is main challenging task to detect tinny calcium deposits on the breast tissues. For
this mammography technique has been used as one of the best technique. As these
tiny dots always lies on the soft breast tissues, which becomes difficult for
radiologists to detect with naked eyes. Thus it is possible that they miss 15-30 % of
breast abnormalities. Thus in order to remove this type of possibility Computer Aided
Detection (CAD) system has been used. There are basically two categories of
calcification, one is macrocalcification and second one is microcalcification. The first
i.e. macrocalcification are bigger calcium deposits which are generally not a sign of
breast cancer, whereas the later one i.e. microcalcification are tinny calcium deposits
are signs of breast cancer in most cases. Breast tumors can also be divided into one of
the two categories as Benign and Malignant.
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2. Anatomy of Breast
Biologically, the breast contains approximately 15-20 lobes or segments. During

lactation, starting from the nipple, the beginning of each lob or segment is with a
major duct that transfers the milk to the nipple. Many a times this major ducts chains,
forming other sub-segmental ducts with relative diameters. The terminal ductal
lobular unit (TDLU) is made up of ending branch ducts, which consists of a lobule
and its extra lobular terminal duct. During the lactation period, producing milk is the
responsibility of the lobule and is known as acini which are built from 10 to 100 sac-
like units. This ductal and lobular system as a whole is all surrounded by an
uninterrupted basement membrane on the outside. Figure 2 shows the anatomy of
breast. Age is one of the major issue in case of breast cancer. Mostly younger women
have the denser and richer breast tissue. But with the older age, the glandular tissue is
gradually replaced by fat. This is one of the main factors that make the mammography
of older women easier to diagnose. Because of this, most of the time the women
below the age of 45-50 are excluded from mammography screening. This is
reinforced by the need to reduce health risks due to radiation as far as possible.

Figure 2. Anatomy of Breast.

2.1. Digital Mammography
For breast cancer screening, digital mammogram is termed as golden standard and

is preferred diagnostics method to detect the breast cancer in earlier stages. It is
recommend by the American Cancer Society that women with age 40-50 should have
mammography at least, because this is the method through which there are near about
80-90 % chances of early cancer detection.
Mammogram is basically an x-ray exam in which the breast is compressed by using

mammography machine in order to even out the tissue as well as to increase the image
quality. The front and back views are taken. Things like powder or lotion etc can be
shown as calcium deposits by the mammography machine. Therefore women are
always advised to don’t use these types of things in these investigation days.

2.2. Computer Aided Diagnosis
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Mammography is not completely accurate technique, as it provides relatively low
contrast images i.e., it doesn’t cover some breast cancer cases especially in case of
dense breast. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) can act as second opinion to
radiologist to improve the accuracy of mammography so that the number of missed
cases in this technique could be reduced. The output given by computer system
provides the information about various types of abnormalities which may help the
radiologists in accurately detecting the microcalcification in the mammogram. The
main characteristics of microcalcification are size, number, distribution etc.
The main reason why computer systems are much important for screening the

microcalcification is the size of microclacification. Because these are very small tiny
dots which is not possible to be screened by naked eye. The size varies from 0.1 mm
to 1.0 mm and the average diameter is 0.3 mm.Sometimes microcalcifications are
missed due to the overlapping. Thus it becomes a major issue to locate where the
microcalcification lies by finding the dense background breast tissues. The Figure 3
shows a two stage CAD system.

Figure 3. Two Stage CAD System.

2.3. Standard Techniques for Enhancement of Microcalcification
Various techniques have been available for the enhancement of mammograms

containing abnormality i.e. microcalcification. Microcalcification normally includes
high spatial frequencies. Thus the main focus is to localize these high frequencies in
order to detect the abnormality. Thus, one approach that is much suitable for this task
is wavelets. As wavelets is very optimal tool as compare to others like fourier series
which does not give any information about the time by converting the signal from
time based to frequency based. Other techniques that is short-time fourier analysis
which gives the information about time also. But the main problem with this
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technique is the static window size. Thus wavelet provides variable window size with
variable sizes regions.
Various non-wavelets techniques have also been used for this purpose, but these

approaches fails when the calcification lies in the dense background. Because these
approaches only deal with the higher intensities values of tissues which becomes
difficult when dense background comes. Thus the main aim of this research is the
classification of ROI to classify the positive ROI i.e. containing calcification or
negative ROI i.e. normal tissues. The detection step is often preceded by enhancement
stage. This scheme can either be globalised or localised fixed-neighbourhood
enhancement scheme. Contrasting, stretching and histogram equalization are various
simple global enhancement techniques used. As compared to the local enhancement
techniques, to estimate the background use properties like the mean and standard
deviation in a fixed neighbourhood of the pixel. This alternative increases the local
contrast by background suppressing. One of the main drawbacks of these methods is
that they also enhance the background structure and noise along with the
calcification.Next Big Challenge is the choice of metric in order to report the
performance of the enhancement algorithm.

2.4. Wavelets
Wavelet is a tool developed for signal processing. For presenting non stationary

zones, these enable the analysis of the local properties of complex signals on different
timescales. These provide a large variety of applications in various fields, like, for
example, astrophysics, geophysics, imagery, telecommunications and video coding.
Similar to the fourier transform, wavelet theory is basically a kind of mathematical
transformation in which the signal as input is given in the form of time domain and it
represents the signal in the form of frequency domain as output. Hence, working with
wavelets produces smaller operators and functions. This is the reason why wavelets
excellently suit to applications like noise reduction and data compression in signals.
Wavelets also have the ability to vary the scale of the function at distinct frequencies.
This might be the reason that wavelets are better suited to signals with spikes or
discontinuities as compared to traditional transformations as fourier transform. The
decomposition procedure can be seen as illustrated below in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Wavelet Decomposition
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The actual image can be reconstructed from the decomposed one by following the
equation I=A3+D3+D2+D1.

2.4.1. Discrete Wavelet Transform
Here two filters have been used. First is called HIGH pass Filter (HPF) and second

one is called LOW pass Filter (LPF). HPF provides the detail (low scale/high
frequency) and LPF provides approximation (high scale/low frequency). Thus firstly
the original signal is divided into two parts known as HPF and LPF. Afterwards lower
signal is again divided into two parts same as earlier original signal and so on. This
process continues until the pre-defined limit has been achieved. For example if we
have 0-40K signal then firstly it will be divided into two parts that are 0-20K and 0-
20K. Afterwards this 0-20K signal is divided into 0-10K and 0-20K.and then 0-10K
will be divided into 0-5K and 5-10K and so on. So in the end the signal will be
represented in time-frequency domain. Which frequencies exist at what time is now
the observable issue.

Figure 5. Two Level DWT Analysis and Synthesis Filter Banks

The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and its inverse are explained using Figure 5.
As shown in the Figure 5, decomposition process has been done with the help of
down sampling ‘↓2’ and analysis filters which divides the signal into sub bands
labelled as ‘LH1’, ‘HL1’ and ‘HH1’. These three sub bands are known as finest scale
wavelet coefficients i.e., detail coefficients while the sub band ‘LL1’ corresponds to
coarse level coefficients i.e., approximation coefficients as shown in the Figure 6. The
detail sub band is the high-resolution residue and approximation sub band is the low-
resolution residue. Afterwards Reconstruction process of original signal (Inverse
DWT) has been done using up sampling ‘↑2’ and analysis filters as shown in Figure 5.
Up sampling is a process that lengthens a signal component by inserting zeros
between the samples. In the following Figure 6, the image decomposition is shown at
one-level as well as at two-level. In order to achieve the further approximation, the
sub band LL1 is divided into sub bands namely LL2, HL2, LH2, and HH2
respectively, which results in two-level decomposition of signal. This process
continues by subdividing next HL sub band and so on, until final scale is reached.
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Figure 6. Image Decomposition.

2.4.2. Performance Evaluation Parameters
A simple but effective method has been devised in order to make the comparison

among the processed images easier.
MSE – Mean square error is basically the representation of the amount of error

incorporated in the image.
SNR – Signal to noise ratio is the one of the quantitative measure of calculating

ratio between the level of desired signal in the image and the background noise
Higher the value of signal to noise ratio, better is the quality of the image because
higher value denotes that there is lesser amount of noise present in the image.
Entropy – Entropy is also one of the quantitative measures of calculating the level

of uncertainty in a signal. In other words we can say that it is a method of measuring
the disorder of a system. From the word disorder means the number of different states
a system can be in. The value of entropy should always be low so that signal remains
certain and provides much detailed information.

3. Conclusion
Automated breast cancer detection has been studied for a long time and the CAD

mammography system has gone commercial system. When radiologists have been
provided by the output of these CAD systems, by the fact, these CAD systems
improves the performance of the radiologists. The decomposition using wavelet has
been shown very clearly for the purpose of detecting as well as enhancing
microcalcification carried out by mammograms. By providing good information of
time and frequency, wavelets gives better representation of functions containing
discontinuities.
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